MEET THE EXPERT
The London West Alliance is pleased to invite you to an afternoon CPD facilitated by

Martin Bailey

SUCCESS WITH
PRIMARY COMPUTING
During this two part course internationally renowned Primary Computing Advisor Martin
Bailey (Lanchester EP Primary School – Co.Durham, Durham University and Animate 2
Educate) will explore in depth all elements of the Primary Computing Curriculum and will
discuss a wide range of activities designed to instantly bring your curriculum to life.
During the first session delegates will delve into the curriculum and will gain an
understanding of the tricky vocabulary, of the teaching requirements and will be shown a
wide range of both digital and physical ideas for ensuring curriculum coverage at both KS1
and KS2. Martin will advise you in designing your own bespoke curriculum for your school
and will set an intersessional task to look at your own curriculum.
In the second session delegates will have the opportunity to share their own curriculums,
gain feedback and advice and have further plugged and unplugged activities suggested.
The second session will also focus on the assessment of Primary Computing and all
delegates will be provided with an assessment system and progression of skills documents
which can be instantly implemented in their own settings.
Session 1
Wednesday, 12th January 2022 - Webinar
From 4:00 – 5:30pm
Session 2
Wednesday, 27th April 2022 - Webinar
From 4:00 - 5:30pm

MEET THE EXPERT
The London West Alliance is pleased to invite you to an afternoon CPD facilitated by

Martin Bailey

Martin Bailey has over 20 years experience as a
Primary School Teacher and Computing Subject Leader
at schools throughout the North East of England. He
is currently employed in a part-time role as Digital
Enrichment Leader at Lanchester EP Primary School,
Co.Durham where he teaches Computing to all year
groups from Nursery – Year 6, as well as overseeing
the use of technology throughout the curriculum. Martin combines this
role with that of running his own company (Animate 2 Educate) where
he works as a Primary Computing Consultant delivering pupil workshops
and staff training sessions to school around the world with the aim of
bringing the curriculum to life! Martin has presented at many interntional
conferences as well as regularly writing for the educational press and
appearing on TV, webinars, radio and podcasts where he discusses a wide
variety of educational issues. Martin has over 6,000 followers on Twitter
(@animate2educate) who benfit from his ideas an insight as to how
technology can best be used to enhance teaching and learning. He is also
a lecturer at Durham University where he delivers the Computing element
of the course to Primary PGCE and BA students.
Cost: u £75 for LWA members and membership schools per delegate,
		SEND TWO DELEGATES for £140
u Other schools £85 per delegate,
		SEND TWO DELEGATES for £160
To make enquiries, find out more and book places please contact:
LWA@lampton.org.uk Places are transferable but non-refundable.

